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The first day of Erasmus AkA
Sunday

• It was pretty much just driving to Poland. But when we arrived we got

tomato soup as a dinner and it was so good with it i got an apple juice

and it was my favourite drink in our hotel when we ate our dinner. With

3 guys from our group we got out for a hour or so, and we were not 

too far away from our hotel because we didnt know about Poznan yet. 

We discovered pretty small hill, church and statue. In that small hill it

has pretty nice view it then we arrived back at a hotel and went to 

sleep. It was a lovely first day at Erasmus.





The second of Erasmus AkA
Monday
• On our second day. It started with breakfast at our hotel which was interesting because im not used to it. We 

had a pretty quite options of what to eat i got bread, cheese and ham pretty basic but it was good. After the 
breakfast our group from Czech and groups from other nations went to highschool in Poznan which were they 
part of the project Erasmus. When we arrived there we were playing game with a name fruit salad which was 
pretty fun. Then we one by one at least tried to say names other people from the project Erasmus. And i was 
terrible at it because i mostly forget the names. Then we were divided by groups. It consisted of 2 czechs, 3 
spanish, 2 itals and 2 polish people our first assigment was anything we would like to do so as a group and we 
decided to do origami. Because we rant out of ideas what to do. Our second assigment was to build tower 
from papers. And we got with it scissors and toilet paper we build some neat flower and of course it was the 
best build of the whole day. Our third assigment was to write poem or something we like. It was decided that 
Our czech group like snow. Spanish people like tortilla el qassa. Poland and Italy i forget what they write but it 
was a great time. And our last assigment was to write or draw from each nation. So we decided to write happy 
christmas to our language from each nation. Then we got a lunch at their school canteen and it was pretty 
good. Then we got a city tour at the old market square about some buildings i dont know the the names sorry. 
And we played a city hunting game which was pretty interesting to see some attractions. After that we got 
back to hotel had some dinner and got to sleep.







The third day of Erasmus AkA
Tuesday

• On our third day we had trip to Christmas Glass ball factory. But it wasnt in 
Poznan but in a city called Gniezno It was pretty interesting to see how 
Christmas balls and decorations are created. The best of that was the we 
could create our Christmas ball and it was quite interesting. I was happy that 
i could create my own Christmas balls. Then after we toured in the factory 
we had another trip to university in Poznan where we had a lecture about
green gas effect, i got some new information about it, that it was both
positive and negative it was quite interesting, then we got to see how they
research about green gas effect, how they produces electricity from
compost, what technology they have, what they teach about etc. After the
university we went to Lumina park which was park with lights in the form of
animals or buildings, probably my most favourite trip in Pozňan we were
there for half and hour then we got back to hotel and get some sleep





The fourth day of Erasmus AkA
Wednesday
• On our fourth day we went to their high school again where we everyone from their

country presented about their school, state, city, how they deal with nature, so it could be
better future for our next generations, what are their situations in their country with this
topic etc etc. It was both interesting and depressing in some way in one way how they deal
with it and in second way that problems they have in their country, I learned some new
things from it not gonna lie, i was pretty surprised by it. After we finished our presentation
we went to Croissant museum and that was my second favourite trip, we had one guy who
instructed some people to help with croissant with the name St.Martin croissant we
learned their past about them that it represents good in people, he was a funny guy i liked
him and he was even a pretty based not gonna lie, he gave us a free St.Martin croissant, 
not the whole thing but it was good. After that we were on the bus on our way to Porta 
posnania which was an audio guide, museum but before that we stopped at a cathedral we
learned something new that it has the oldest religious artifact on Europe probably on earth
even who knows, made by human after we got to see some artifacts. We continued on our
way to Porta Posnania it was pretty interesting it was my first time in audio guide museum 
so after we went through everything. We went back to sleep at a hotel





The fifth day of Erasmus AkA
Thursday

• On our fifth day we went to city called Toruň which was a pretty far 

away, to the living museum of gingerbread, maybe it was just me, but i 

didnt enjoy it very much it was quite boring, so after we were done 

with that place we went to planetárium which was a catastroph.e

Audio was bad, but they had a comfortable seats so I slept well in 

there so i cant complain very much the interesting thing in the

planetarium was the room which recreated a simulation in the space

or showed photography of Mars which was interesting. After we

finished our journey there we returned to the hotel and got some

sleep





The sixth day of Erasmus AkA
Friday

• On our fifth day, which was also a last day in Poland. On our last day

we went to their high school. We had an art workshop which was nice. 

We created a bag and get to draw anything at all on it which was nice 

to create a memory of the last day. After we were done with the bag, 

we got a certificate of attendance at project Erasmus and one

chocolate. So after we got our items, we got in the car, and we were

on our way to the Czech Republic





Summary of this trip

• Everyone were friendly, funny i had a great time with them

• My favourite part of this trip was the gingerbread man he was based

• After i tried some food on Polish, i can say that i tasted something

new and unique

• The planetarium it was okay, except the film part that audio sorry but 

it was terrible

• I hope that i get another chance to be with them again



Final statement

• "The European Commission support for the production of this 

publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents 

which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission 

cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the 

information contained therein." 


